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A TRANSITIVE HOMEOMORPHISM ON THE PSEUDOARC

WHICH IS SEMICONJUGATE TO THE TENT MAP

JUDY KENNEDY

Abstract. A powerful theorem and construction of Wayne Lewis are used to

build two homeomorphisms on the pseudoarc, each of which is semiconjugate

to the tent map on the unit interval. The first homeomorphism is transitive, thus

answering a question of Marcy Barge as to whether such homeomorphisms exist.

The second homeomorphism admits wandering points. Also, it is proven that

any homeomorphism on the pseudoarc that is semiconjugate to the tent map

and is irreducible with respect to the semiconjugacy must either be transitive or

admit wandering points.

A continuum is a compact connected metric space. A continuum X is inde-

composable if every proper subcontinuum of X is nowhere dense in X, and X

is hereditarily indecomposable if each subcontinuum of X is indecomposable. A

continuum X is chainable if for each e > 0 there is a chain C = {c0, ... , cn}

of open sets of diameter less than e that covers X. (C is a chain means

that ci (1 c, t¿ 0 iff 11 - j\ < 1.) A continuum X is homogeneous if for

each x, y e X, there is a space homeomorphism az such that h(x) = y. A

pseudoarc, which is a nonseparating plane continuum, can be characterized as

a homogeneous chainable continuum. It can also be characterized as a hered-

itarily indecomposable, chainable continuum. Pseudoarcs, although chainable,

contain no continuous nontrivial images of arcs. In fact, every nondegenerate

subcontinuum of a pseudoarc is itself a pseudoarc. Another extraordinary fact

about this continuum is that most continua (in the sense that they form a dense

(/¿-set in the space of all continua (Hausdorff metric)) in the plane, or in R",

az > 2, or in the Hilbert cube are pseudoarcs. Here we will show that this contin-

uum admits a transitive homeomorphism, thus answering a question of Marcy

Barge. In addition, this homeomorphism has the property that it is semiconju-

gate to the tent map on the unit interval. For more information on pseudoarcs

and indecomposable continua, see [Bil]-[Bi4], [L1]-[L2], [K], [KM], [Kr], and

[OT].
Exotic continua have been making their appearance in dynamical systems

ever since the early part of this century with the work of C. Carathéodory [C],
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G. D. Birkhoff [Bk], M. Charpentier [Ch], and M. L. Cartwright and J. E. Little-
wood [CL1]-[CL2]; all actually encountered indecomposable continua that were

playing important roles in determining the behaviors of the systems involved.

If X is a compact metric space, F : X —» X is continuous, and A is a closed

subset of X such that F (A) = A, then A is an attractor for F if there is

some open set u such that u D F(u) and f|~ , Fn(u) = A . Probably the most

famous example of an indecomposable continuum arising as an attractor in a

dynamical system is the invariant continuum in Smale's horseshoe map on the

disc [S]. The attractor for that map is a Knaster continuum, and the dynamics

of the map are chaotic on a certain invariant Cantor set contained in the contin-

uum. Knaster continua are also indecomposable chainable continua, but unlike

pseudoarcs, they have dense arc-components. Further, perhaps it is worth not-

ing that all chainable continua are nonseparating plane continua which have the

fixed point property [Ha].

Recently, evidence has accumulated more dramatically than ever that, as

Marcy Barge says, complicated dynamics induce complicated topology. Much

of the recent work of Barge and his various coauthors has demonstrated a real

connection between indecomposability in invariant continua and complex be-

havior in dynamical systems in the plane. (See [BM1]-[BM4], [B1]-[B4], and

[BG].) Recently, Barge and Gillette [BG] obtained two theorems that apply to

solutions of the forced van der Pol equations. Cartwright and Littlewood had

investigated these equations in the 1940s and 1950s [CL1]-[CL2], and found

that, at certain parameter values, an associated Poincaré homeomorphism ad-

mits a certain invariant plane separating continuum. They conjectured that this

continuum contains an indecomposable continuum. It follows from Barge and

Gillette's work that it is an indecomposable continuum.

A continuum X is circularly chainable if for each e > 0, there is a cir-

cular chain cover C = {c0, ... , cn] of open sets of diameter less than e.

(C = {c0,..., cn] is a circular chain means that c¡ n c} ^ 0 iff \i - j\ < 1

or i = 0, j = n.) In 1982, Michael Handel [H] gave an example of an area

preserving C°° diffeomorphism H of the plane that has as its invariant set a

hereditarily indecomposable, circularly chainable continuum known as a pseu-

docode. His diffeomorphism H is minimal on the invariant pseudocircle Pc.

(H is minimal on Pc means that if x e Pc, {H"(x)\n e Z} is dense in Pc.)

Further, he gave a C°° diffeomorphism H1 of the plane that has the pseudocir-

cle as an attractor and on which it is minimal. (Since it is circularly chainable,

the pseudocircle does separate the plane.)

Further, Marcy Barge [B3] has shown that the pseudoarc can be a global at-

tractor in a smooth dynamical system on the plane. If F is a homeomorphism

on a compact metric space X, then F is chaotic (in the sense of R. Devaney

[D]) if it is transitive, has sensitive dependence on initial conditions, and has

a dense set of periodic points. (F is transitive means that there is a point

x e X such that Of(x) = {Fn(x)\n e Z} is dense in X, and F has sensitive
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dependence on initial conditions means that there is some ô > 0 such that if

x e X and u is an open set containing x, then there are some y in m and

positive integer az such that d(Fn(x), Fn(y)) > 5.) In Barge's construction

the pseudoarc is not a chaotic attractor, as it is not transitive, does not have

sensitive dependence on initial conditions, and does not have a dense set of pe-

riodic points. In Handel's construction the pseudocircle is a chaotic attractor.

Can one obtain the pseudoarc as a chaotic attractor for a "nice" plane home-

omorphism? No one knows as of yet, but the homeomorphicm constructed

here on the pseudoarc is transitive and also has sensitive dependence on initial

conditions, and thus perhaps represents a first step in answering that question.

If X is a compact metric space and T: X —► X is continuous, then a point

x e X is a wandering point for T if there is an open set u in X such that

x eu and {T~n(u)\n is a nonnegative integer} is a disjoint collection of open

sets. Let 0.(T) = {x e X\x is not a wandering point for T}. Then Q(T),

which is known as the nonwandering set of T, is a closed subset of X and its

complement, the set of wandering points of X, is open in X.

If h : X -» X is continuous and /: Y —> Y is continuous, then h is semicon-

jugate to / if there is a continuous map 6: X -» Y such that 6 is surjective

and dh = fd . (This terminology and notation is from Peter Walters' book [W],

which also contains more information on these ideas for the interested reader.)

We will use the following theorem, which appears on page 127 of Peter Wal-

ter's book. (In particular, the equivalence of statement (ii) and topological

transitivity will be used.)

Theorem A. The following are equivalent for a homeomorphism T: X -* X of

a compact metric space.

(i)   T is topologically transitive.

(ii)  Whenever E is a closed subset of X and T(E) = E then either E = X

or E is nowhere dense (or, equivalently, whenever U is an open subset

of X with T(U) = U then U = 0 or U is dense).

(iii)  Whenever U and V are nonempty open sets then there exists az e Z
with Tn(U)nV^0.

(iv)   {x e X\0T(x) = X) is a dense Gs-set.

For us, P denotes a pseudoarc, / = [0, 1], Z is the integers, and N is the

positive integers.  If X is a compact metric space, H(X) denotes its group

of self-homeomorphisms. All spaces are compact metric. If E ç X, then E

denotes the interior of E in X, and dE denotes the boundary of E in X.

Our main tool is a theorem due to Wayne Lewis [LI], which is stated below.

First we will use Lewis' theorem directly, but in order to get the examples

desired, we will actually have to get into the construction in Lewis' proof and

do some modifying.

Theorem B. If f: X -* X is a map of the chainable continuum X into itself

there exist a homeomorphism h : P —> P and a continuous surjection <fi : P —► X
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such that f(j) = (f>h. (If f is onto, the homeomorphism may be taken to be

onto.)

A background theorem we will need is the following classical, important result

of R. H. Bing[Bil]:

Theorem C. If M is a pseudoarc and G is an upper semicontinuous collection

of proper subcontinua of M filling M, the resulting decomposition space M/G

is topologically equivalent to M.

Also, we will need the following fact, which is surely known. Its proof is

straightforward and will be omitted.

Lemma D. If P is a pseudoarc, h e H(P), and G is an upper semicontinu-

ous collection of proper subcontinua of P filling P such that if A e G, then

h(A) e G, then P/G is homeomorphic to P and h e H(P/G), where h is the

homeomorphism on P/G induced by h (i.e., h(A) is defined as the set h(A)

for AeG).

Consider /:/—>/ defined by

(2x, xe [0,1/2],
j(x) = {

\ 2-2x,    xe[l/2, 1].

The map / is called the tent map and, if for x e I, Ot(x) = {/"(x)|az €

N U {0}} , then {x 6 I\Ot(x) is dense in /} is a dense (/¿-set in /. (See [D,

p. 52] and [W, p. 127].)
Now apply Lewis' theorem to obtain 6: P —> /, a continuous surjection,

and h e H(P) such that @h = f@. If h has the additional properties that (1)

if P' is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of P, then 6(P') is a nondegenerate

interval in /, and (2) if P' is a proper subcontinuum of P, then Q(P') ^ I or

h(P') t¿ P', we will say that h is irreducible with respect to the semiconjugacy.

The next two lemmas demonstrate that if h e H(P) is semiconjugate to the

tent map, then h induces a homeomorphism on P semiconjugate to the tent

map which is irreducible.

Lemma 1. Suppose that f: I —► I is a continuous surjection, &: P -* I is

a continuous surjection, h e H(P), and /© = 6/z. Let M = {Q~x(a)\a e

1}, R = {K\K is a component of some @~x(a) e M}. Then R is an upper

semicontinuous decomposition of P and P/R = P. Further, h : P/R —► P/R

defined by h(K) = h(K) is a homeomorphism in H(P/R), and 6: P/R —► I

defined by @(K) = a, where K ç 0" (a) is continuous and onto and &h = f@.

Proof. Since M is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of P and R n

0~ (a) is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of 0~ (a) for a e I, R

is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of P into points and pseudoarcs.

From Theorem C, it follows that P/R is homeomorphic to P. For K e P/R,

define @(K) = @(K). Since @(K) is degenerate by definition, 0 is well-

defined and onto.   It is also continuous, for if Kx , K2, ...   converges to K
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in P/R, then for i e N, Kt ç e~x(a¡) for some a¡ 6 /, and A: ç 0_1(a)

for some a e I. In the quotient topology in P/M, @~x(ax), &~l(a2),...

converges to 0~'(a), and ax,a2,... converges to a. That h e H (P/R)

follows from our Lemma D.

Suppose K e R and x e K. Then K ç 0~ (a) for some a e I and

0/z(x) = /0(x), and 0(x) = a imply G(K) = a and f@(K) = f(a). Also,

Gh(K) = ê(h(K)), h(x) € h(K) and 0/z(x) = /0(x) = f(a) imply /(a) =

fê(K) = êh(K).   □

Lemma 2. Suppose h e H(P), 0: P -» / w a continuous surjection, f: I -» /

is a continuous surjection, and f® = 0/z. r/zi?AZ í/zere w a subcontinuum P' of

P such that

(1) 0(P') = /,
(2) h(P') = P', and
(3) if P" is a proper subcontinuum of P', then either 0(P") ^ I or h(P") ^

P".

Proof. Let C = {P|P is a subcontinuum of P, 0(P) = /, and /z(P) = P].

Note that P e C, so C ^ 0. Consider a maximal monotonie subcollection C

of C that contains P, and let P' = f]C. Now P' # 0 and, further, P' e C

but no proper subcontinuum of P' is in C.   D

If X is an indecomposable continuum and p e X, then the composant

C of p in X is the union of all proper subcontinua in X that contain p.

Composants of indecomposable continua are always first category connected

a-compact subsets. Two different composants do not intersect and each inde-

composable continuum has c of them.

Theorem 3. Suppose h is a homeomorphism on the pseudoarc that is semiconju-

gate to the tent map f on I, and that 0 denotes a continuous surjection from

P to I such that /© = 0/z. Suppose h is irreducible with respect to this semi-

conjugacy. If p0e P such that h(p0) = p0 (there must be such a point, since P

has the fixed point property), and P0 is a nondegenerate continuum containing

p0, then \Jnez h"(P0) is the composant of P that contains p0 .

Proof. Since p0 e n„ez^"(^o) > & ~ U«6z^"(^o) ^s connected and is a subset

of the composant of P containing p0. If B # P, B is nowhere dense in P

and either 0(5) ¿I or h(B) ¿B. But h(B) = B, so h(B) =B and it must

be the case that 0(5) ^ /. However, 0(5) is a nondegenerate interval, so

0(5) = [a, b] where either a > 0 or b < 1.

Also, 0(PO) is a nondegenerate interval, and there is p e P0 such that

Q(p) = a where a e A = {ä e I\Ot(ä) is dense in /} . Hence, there is az 6 N

such that f"(a) $ [a,b] = 0(5). But p e P0, and h"(p) e hn(P0) C B, so

&h"(p) e 0(5) ç [a, b], which is a contradiction.

Then 5 is dense in P and B = P. If 5 ^ C, the composant of P

containing p0 , there is q e C-B and there is a proper subcontinuum K such
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that p0 and q are in K. Since p0 e K n hn(P0) for az e Z, /z"(P0) ç K for

each az , for otherwise K c 5 . (Recall that if two continua in the pseudoarc

intersect, then one contains the other.) But this will not work either, for now

5 c K with 5 dense in P and ÍT nowhere dense in P.   D

Theorem 4. Suppose h is a homeomorphism on the pseudoarc P that is semi-

conjugate to the tent map on I, and that 0 denotes a continuous surjection

from P to I such that f@ = 0/z with h irreducible with respect to this semi-

conjugacy. Then either the homeomorphism h admits a wandering point or h

is transitive.

Proof. Suppose h does not admit wandering points and h is not transitive.

Theorem A implies that there must exist a closed set E, with nonempty interior,

such that h(E) = E, and E ¿ X. Without loss of generality, let us assume

that E° = E. Now h must admit a fixed point p0, and either p0 e E or

p0 e P - E. Let us assume that p0 e E. There is a sequence xx, x2, ...

converging to p0 such that x- e E . For each pair i, j of positive integers

there is an open set utj such that x¡ e w(   ç S2-i(xi) ni?0, where S2-,(xi)

denotes the 2~J neighborhood about x;. Further, there is an open set vi} such

that Xj e Vjj ç v~ ç u¡¡, and there is e¡¡ > 0 such that if Q is a component of

ïï~ which intersects vi., then 9(Q) has diameter greater than e. . Because of

the way / expands nondegenerate intervals, there is some positive integer aj|

such that if az > n^ , f"9(Q) = [0, 1]. Since x¡ is not a wandering point, it

follows that for infinitely many az , hn(v¡.) n vi} ^ 0.

Choose an az > ni} such that vtj n h"(vu) # 0. If y G A"(t/;..) n vtj , then

y = /z" (y') for some y' 6 vi}, and if C' denotes the component of Tt~ that

contains y , y e hn(C') ç h"(ü¡]). Thus C' n vtj ¿ 0 and h"(C') n vi} ¿ 0.

Because of the way / expands nondegenerate intervals, and the fact that 0(C')

contains an interval of length at least e. , we may assume that 0(/z"(C')) =

[0,1] for sufficiently large az . Let one such hn(C') be denoted by D¡¡. Then,

in the Vietoris topology, there is a continuum Dt that contains x;, and is a limit

continuum of Dn , D¡2, ... . Thus, 0(£>.) = [0, I] and D¡ c E. But then,

there is a continuum D containing p0 such that D is a limit continuum of the

sequence DX,D2, ... of continua, 9(D) = [0, 1], D ç E. Since D cannot

be degenerate, \Jn£ihn(D) is dense in P (Theorem 3), and \Jn€Zhn(D) ç E,

which is a contradiction.   D

What we would like to be able to do is to conclude that a homeomorphism

/z e H(P) semiconjugate to the tent map must be transitive. But we cannot,

and in fact it need not be as we shall see later. However, this author does not

know whether or not a homeomorphism h e H(P) semiconjugate to the tent

map and irreducible with respect to the semiconjugacy has to be transitive. In

other words, in this situation perhaps it is not possible for a homeomorphism

on the pseudoarc to have wandering points.
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If we go into Lewis' construction and do some modifying, we can construct

a homeomorphism on P which is transitive, semiconjugate to the tent map,

and irreducible with respect to the semiconjugacy. After doing that, we will

construct another homeomorphism on P semiconjugate to the tent map, but

this one will have wandering points. (It is probably not irreducible with respect

to the semiconjugacy.) Before we can do these things, we need to express the

tent map in terms of chains. Also, we need some background and notatation.

A chain C = {c0, ... , cn) is taut whenever c¡ ne- ^ 0 if and only if

c¡ n c. ^ 0. A chain covers a set A essentially if there is a continuum Q

contained in A such that each link contains a point of Q not in the closure

of any other link. An open set o in a space X is regular if o° = o. A chain

is regular if its links are regular. In the discussion that follows we will assume

that our open chain covers are regular, taut, and essential.

If 5 is a collection of sets, then 5* denotes the union of the sets in 5. If

C is a collection of sets, then C is an amalgamation of 5 if 5* = C* and

each set in C is the union of some sets in 5. If the closure of each set in 5

is a subset of a set in C, then 5 is said to closure refine C. The chain C

properly covers the chain 5 if 5 closure refines C and 5 does not refine any

proper subchain of C.

If C = {cQ, ... , cn} is an open chain in a space X (which does not neces-

sarily cover X), then for c e C,

i(c, C) = {ye c\y i c for c e C - {c}}.

If m, n e N u {0}, m < n, let I[m, n] = {m, m + I, ... , n} . A surjec-

tion /: I[m , n] —► I[m, n] is called a (light) pattern provided \f(i + 1) -

f(i)\ < l(|/(i + 1) - f(i)\ = 1, respectively) for i = m , ... , n - I.   If

V = iVm'> Vm' + \ '■■•'K'}  and  U = iUm ' Um+\ > • • • » Un)  &K cham C0VerS °f

the compactum X, and /: I[m , n] -* I[m, az] is a pattern, we will say that

V follows the pattern f in U provided V¡ ç £/,... for each i e I[m , n']. We

call / a pattern on U.

If the chain C = {c0, ... , cm) refines the chain D = {d0, ... , dn) , then C

is crooked in D provided that for every p, s, i, j, where j > i + 2, cp ç dj,

and cs ç ¿/ , there exist q, r with c ç c¿._,, cr ç d¡+x, and either p < q <

r<s, or p>q>r>s.

The following fact is used in the constructions that are coming. (This lemma

appeared in this form in Lewis' paper [L2].)

Lemma E. If X is a nondegenerate chainable continuum such that for each chain

C covering X and e > 0, there is a chain D of mesh less than e which covers

X and is crooked in C, then X is a pseudorac.

In the constructions that follow, we have an extensive need to indicate se-

quences of chains, specific subchains of chains, links of chains, and patterns

chains follow in other chains. With that in mind, we will make the follow-

ing notational conventions: chains will be denoted with uppercase letters, and
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possibly additional symbols, and links of chains with the associated lowercase

letters, associated symbols, and link numbers. So, for example,

Cx = {c(l, 0), ... , c(l, m)} = Cx[0, m],

D2 = {d(2,k),...,d(2,l)} = D2[k,l],

F = {f(l), ... , f(n)} = {fx, ... , fn} = F[l, n].

If A and 5 are chains, then AM B = {aP\b\a e A, b e 5 and i(a, A) n

i(b,B)¿0}.
Please note that what follows is largely just Lewis' construction applied to this

particular function, the tent map. We have relaxed some of his requirements

and sacrificed some of his efficiency (for example, we will gain control over

mesh size only slowly), but also have put in more details than Lewis himself

did in the hope that the reader will more easily understand the construction and

then the modifications necessary to achieve our ends.

1. The tent map in terms of chains. For convenience, we will use chains whose

links are closed neighborhoods of I, rather than open sets. For i > 1, let

0<j<2i+2\ = {c(i,j)\0<j<2i+2},

Ai = {c(i,j)\Jc(i, 2i+2-j - 1)|0 < ; < 2,+1} = A.[0, 2'+x - 1],

5,. = {c(i, 2j) U c(i, 2j + 1)|0 < j < 2i+x] = 5,[0, 2i+x - 1].

It is indeed the case that 5¡+1 = C¡, but these chains will be playing different

roles in our construction, and we need them both.

Define [[ ]] : R —► Z by [[r]] = greatest integer < r. For z > 1, define

fi¡: 7[0, 2,+2 - 1] - 7[0, 2i+1 - 1] by

f j forjel[0,2i+x-l],

PiU)     \2M_j_l    f0r;-e/[2<+1,2i+2-l],

and for z > 0 define af: 7[0, 2,+2 - 1] - 7[0, 2,+1 - 1] by a¡(j) = [[j/2]] for

0 < j < 2l+1. For each i, ai and ßi are patterns; and C( follows ai in 5.,

Ai+X follows ai in Aj} Bi+X follows a¡ in Bi, and Ci follows ßi in A¡. (See

Figure 1.)

For x e I, there is an infinite sequence of integers j(x, 1), j(x, 2), ...

such that x e a(i, j(x, i)) and a¡(j(x, i + 1)) = j(x, i) for i' e N. If we

define f(x) = f], b(i, j(x, i)), then /: I -* I is the tent map.

2. Lifting the tent map to a pseudoarc homeomorphism. For k, i' e N, we will

be choosing F( to be an open taut chain in the plane such that

(1) 7?/ = {/(z,^)|0<;<2'+3},^

(2) if i > k , Fi closure refines Fk , and

C, j      7 + 1
>/+2 ,1+2
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/Dto group adjacent

links

Figure 1

(3)   Fj+X follows ai+2 in Fi, with fj^i /(' » 7,) ¥" 0 » closed, and nowhere

dense in R   whenever jx, j2, ...   is an infinite sequence such that

ai+2Ui+l)=Ji-

Then we define for i e N

(4)

the chain F, = {f(i, j) u f(i, 2,+3 - ; - 1)|0 < j < 2i+2}

= Fi[0,2'+2-l],

(5) the chain Ei = {/(/, 2j) u/(i, 2; + 1)|0 < ; < 2,+x) = EAf), 2l+x - 1],

(6) the chain £,. = {/(/, 2;)U/(i, 2; + 1)|0 < j < 2i+2} = £¿[0, 2,+2 - 1],
and

(V)

the chain 7), = {/(/, j) u /(/, 2,+2 - ; - 1)|0 < ; < 2,+1}

= Di[0,2'+x-l].

Initially we will only be able to choose Fx (which then determines Fx, Êx,

Ex , and Dx ), and can only choose F2 after having constructed some other

chains which are needed to start building both our pseudoarc and our pseudoarc

homeomorphism. We will have to alternate back and forth all the way down

choosing step-by-step our sequences of chains.

The F( chains for the pseudoarc and pseudoarc homeomorphism construc-

tion correspond to the Ci chains in the tent map construction, while the D

(respectively, Et) chains correspond to the Ai (respectively, 5¿) chains. Please

refer to Figures 1-4 as an aid in understanding the somewhat complicated con-

struction we have started and will be continuing. (For obvious reasons, the

figures are simplified. In particular, crookedness is only indicated.)

If e > 0, x is a point in R2, Se(x) will denote the e-neighborhood of

x with respect to the usual plane metric. Further, if A ç R2, SE(A) = {y e

R2|c7(y, z) < e for some z e A} .
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0123456789  1011121314 15

adjacent

nks

Y2 ,L

0      12      3      4      5      6      7

\  ßi     fold

.
0       1       2

.

E, . (shaved down) = F¡

a1ß2 = ßi«2

Figure 2

Note that Di+X follows a( in 7J>;, as does Ei+l in E-, while Fj+, and Êi+X

follow a[+x in Fi and Ét, respectively, and Fj+X follows ai+2 in Ft. Also,

F¡ follows ßt in 7J>(, and E¡ follows ß{ in 7s(., and 7f¡+1 closure refines F;.
,i+2 ,i+2Define 3(: 7[0, 2,+z - 1] -» 7[0, 2'+' - 1] by ¿,(;) = j, so that £/+1 follows

o¡ in F¿. (Please see Figure 2.)

Choose a chain Gx with the following properties. (See Figure 3.)

(8) Gx refines and is crooked in Fx, and Gx = Gx[0, nx].

(9) Gx follows the pattern a?, in Fx with nx light.

(10) G*xni(f(l,O),Fx)¿0 and G* n i(f(l, 24 - 1), 7?) ¿ 0 .
(11) If Mx is an arc which is a nerve for C7, , G* C S2-*(MX).

(12) If feFx, fnG* is a union of links of Gx .

There is a chain 77, such that

(13) Hx= Hx[0, nx] follows z?. in Ex  (which follows /?, in Ex),

(14) 77,* n z(/(l, 0), Fx) jt 0 and 77,* n z(/(l, 24 -_1), F.) / 0,

(15) if è e £,, è n 77* is a union of links of 77,, 77* c G*, and

(16) if h(l,s) e 77,, then h(l, s) intersects any link of £,  adjacent to

ë(l, nx(s)). (See Figure 3.)

(To construct 77,, think of sticking an arc (which will not be a nerve for 77, ),

through G*, so that the arc has wiggles both because of the way Gx sits in Fx

and the way we want 77, to sit in Ex. Also, when the arc has to turn around

because of the 77, in Ex pattern (nx), make sure that it goes almost all the

way to both of the adjacent link intersection sets (if not in an end link). This

is because the Fx links cut the Éx links, and that cut has already determined

somewhat the surjection 0.
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choose F2 (in top figure) will form £2

Figure 3

Gt in F,

G | sitting

in£,

H¡ in E]

Note:  //,v E2~

G,vF2

(arc running

through indicated)

Now it is time to choose F2. Roughly, all we will be doing is splitting the links

of Fx by splitting the links of 77, and Gx (the a-pattern). But 77, is already

split by Fx, although the links of the resulting chain Fx = {ff)H*\f e Fx} need

to be trimmed down some. Choose F2 so that F2 closure refines Fx, follows

a4 in Fx, and if g is in G, = [g n F*\g e Gx], then g is split into exactly

two important pieces by F2. (See Figure 3. Turnaround links are actually split

into three pieces; other links are split into two pieces.) Once F2 is chosen, F2,

E2, E2, and D2 are all automatically determined and we are ready to proceed.

Also, (if the fattened up arc that is 77,* is skinny enough) we may assume that

77, V E2 is a chain, it refines both 77, and E2, and the chain Gx V F2 has the

same number of links as 77, v E2 does. Moreover, it is associated with 77, V E2

in a very nice way, so that we will be able to set chains up as follows. (Note

that the pieces into which F2 splits each link of Gx are the links of Gx V F2 .)

There is a chain 77, in 77.* such that

(17)
(18) if M2 is an arc which is a nerve for 772, 77* C S2s(M2) ;

H2 refines and is crooked in both 77, and E2 '

(19) if êeE2, <?n77* is a union of links of 77,

(20)   772 follows the pattern r\2 in E2 and the pattern £, in 77, with r\2 a

light pattern;
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a3( F3^Jl3_G3

P and/¡ A3 and Ai

Figure 4

(21) 772* n i(f(2,0),F2)¿0, and 772* n z(/(2, 25 - 1), F2) f 0 ; and

(22) if h(2, s) e H2, then h(2, s) intersects any link of E2 adjacent to

è(l, nx(s)).

Then it is possible to put a chain G2 in 772* so that

(23) G2 = G2[0, n2] refines G, and F2 ;

(24) G2 follows a;2 in F2 and £, in G, ;

(25) G*2 n i(f(2, 0), F2) ¿ 0 and G*nz(/(2, 25 - 1), F2) ¿ 0; and

(26) if / € F2, / n G* is a union of links of G2.

Having G2, we now choose F3 (and thus, F3, E3, E3, and D3), consider

the collection G2vF3, and find a refining chain G3, etc. (See Figure 4.)

Continue this process, constructing the sequences of chains G,, G2, ... and

77,, 772, ...  such that

(27) G, follows A/,  in F,,  G¡,,   follows ¿T   in G, with G?J,   crooked in
N/¿ ' l í/tI / ( í + 1

both Fi+X and G( ;

(28) 77; follows ßfli in E¡, 77¡+, follows t*f in 77( ; and, additionally,

(29) G^çG*,77^ç77*;G*^Ç77*,^;çG*;and
(30) lim( mesh G( = lim. mesh77;. = 0.

Let P = H~! G* = flj!i 77*. It follows from Lemma E that P is a pseu-

doarc. Define h e H(P) by h(x) = f)™x h(i, j(x, i)), where j(x, 1), j(x, 2),

...  is an infinite sequence of integers such that for each i

(31) xeg(i,j(x, i)),and

(32) í¡(j(x,i+l)) = j(x,i).

Define 0: P - 7 by 0(x) = f)°lx c(i, nt(j(x, /))).
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Let us verify that /0(x) = 0/z(x). First, we refer the reader to Figure

4, and emphasize that the diagrams in those sequences of chains and patterns

commute, and that Ei+X follows 0¡ in Fi, where S¡(j) = j . Then

/0(x) = fif]c(i, Vij(x, 0)1 = / ( f\a(i, ßftjix, i))

CO CO

= C\b(i, ß^Jix, i)) = f]b(i, ßfl&Hx, i+l))
i=i í=i
oc

= f)b(i,ß1al+xni+x(j(x,i+l)))
i=\
oo

= (]ibii,aißi+inMiJix,i+l)))
i=i

and

0/z(x) = 9 ( f)h(i, j(x, i))) =9lf)e(i, ß^Jix, /))

= 9\C\e(i+l,ßi+xni+xj(x,i+l))\

= 9\r\f(i,ô^i+xni+xj(x,i+l))\

oo

= f]c(i,ßi+xni+xj(x,i+l))
i=i
oo

= f]b(i,a^i+xni+xj(x, i+l)).
i=\

Thus, feix) = 9h(x).
Also, with careful choices of F( and G* or 77* at each level, we may as-

sume that the preceding construction yields the pseudoarc P and surjection 0

such that if P' is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of P, then 9(P') is also

nondegenerate.   O

3. A transitive homeomorphism on the pseudoarc. In order to ensure that our

homeomorphism h will be transitive, we need to put some additional require-

ments on the chains in our sequences G,, G2, ... and 77,, 772, ... while re-

taining all those already noted.

Choose G, so that the first and last links of G, are in /(l, 0), no other links

of G, are in /( 1, 0), and these first and last links both intersect i(f( 1, 0), Fx ).

Then choose 77, so that A(l, 0)n/(s(l, 0), G,)^0, h(l, nx)ni(g(l, 0), G,)

^ 0, and then continue: for each i, g (i, 0) U g (i, n¡) ç f(i, 0) n g(i -1,0)

and these are the only links of G- in f(i, 0) n g(i -1,0). Then choose 77(.
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îd.O)

■Sd.O,)

G[ in A7)7"

At(l,0)

y   A(i,«i)

Q-

Blow up

of «(1,0)

«(2,0)
A(1,0)

A(l,n,)

G| in £|

Figure 5. For h transitive

so that h(i, 0) n i(g(i,0), G,) ^ 0, A(j, «,.) n i(g(i, 0), G,) ^ 0. (This
construction is illustrated in Figure 5.)

Also, note that by construction, if G is a proper subchain of G,, then 77* <£

G* ; if 77 is a proper subchain of 77,, then 772* çt 77*, etc. We obtain then our

homeomorphism h and our surjection 0, with 0 having the property that if

P' is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of P, then 0(P') is nondegenerate. But

it is also the case that if P' is a proper subcontinuum of P, then h(P') ^ P'

or 9(P') ¿[0, 1], as we now prove.

Suppose P' is a subcontinuum of P, h(P') = P', and 0(P') = [0, 1]. Since

0(P') = [O, 1], if zeN, either

(1) /(z,;) n P'¿ 0 for ; e 7[0, 2,+2 - 1], or

(2) f(t, j) n PV 0 for ; e 7[2,+2, 2,+3 - 1].

Then, in either case, h(P') n #(/, ;') ^ 0 for j e 7[0, 2,+2 - 1], and P' n

ë(i ,j)¿0 for ; e 7[0, 2,+2 - 1]. It follows that P' n /(/, j) ¿ 0 for z € N,

;e/[0,2'+3-l].
If P'ng(l, 0) = 0 , then P'n#(l, az,) ̂  0 and (0_1(O)nP')n#(l, az,) ¿ 0 .

Hence, /z(0_1(O)nP')n/z(l, az,) ¿ 0 and, in fact, h(9~x(0)nP')ng(l, 0) ¿0 .

But this cannot be, for h(9~x(0) n P') ç /z(P') = P'. Then P' n g(l, 0) ^ 0

and P'ns(l,O)n0-1(O)#0.

Further, P' n ¿(2, 0) n 0_1(O) ¿ 0, for

(3) gil, 0) n P' n e_1(0) = (#(2, 0) u gil, n2)) n P' n 0_1 (0), and

(4) h(g(2, n2) n P' n ©"'(O)) ç *(2, 0) n P' n e_I(0).
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Thus, g(2, O)nP'n0~'(O) ¿ 0, and by induction, g(i, O)nP'n0_1(O) ^ 0

for / € N .

Suppose that for each i, P' n g(i, nt) = 0. It follows that P1 n 0_1(O) n

f(l,0) = {p0} = f)°lxg(i,0). However, this is impossible, for P' n 0_1(1)

separates P', and is thus uncountable. It follows that h(P' n 0_1(1)) ç P' n

Ö"'(0) ç (/(1,0) u/(l, 15)), h(P' ne-1(l)) is uncountable, and so is

/z2(P'n0~'(l)), which is in /(l, 0). Therefore, so is £(z, 0) for each i. Then

P' n g(z, «.) ^ 0 for some z. A similar argument gives that P' n g(i, n¡) ^ 0

for infinitely many i. But then P' = P. Therefore, az is irreducible with

respect to the semiconjugacy.

Now 0_1(O) = n~i/(^O)>andif x e 0"'(O), then h(x),h2(x), ... con-

verges to pl^i g(i> 0) = {Pq} • (This is because the links h(l, 0), h(l, nx) both

intersect i(g(l, 0), G,), so /z(0"'(O)) ç #(1, 0) U *(1, az,) , h2(9~x(0)) C

g(2,0)Ug(2,n2)çg(l,0),etc.)

Further, if x e 9~x(p/2q) for some q e N, 0 < p < 2q, then eventually

hn(x) e 0~'(O) and {/z"(x)}„€N also converges to p0 .

We now show that h admits no wandering points, for suppose it does. Then

there is a nonempty open set o in P such that the collection [hn(o)\n e Z} = E

is mutually disjoint. But o contains some x in some 9~x(p/2q), and that

point x is in some nondegenerate continuum Kx in o .

Now E* is invariant under h and we may assume that E* ^ P, but for

some Nx , 9(hn(Kx)) = [0,1] for az > Nx±_h"(Kx) ç E*, and linr^/z^TCJ

contains a nondegenerate continuum K ç E*, which contains p0 . By Theorem

3, this cannot happen. Then h is transitive.   D

4. A homeomorphism on the pseudoarc which is semiconjugate to the tent map

and admits wandering points. Again, in order to construct h so that it has wan-

dering points and is semiconjugate to the tent map, we must put some additional

requirements on the chains in our sequences G,, G2, ... and 77,, 772, ...

while retaining those in §2. Our aim is to construct h so that, roughly,

h(i + 1, az;+1) « g(i, az(.) and therefore,

h~x(h(i,n/))^g(i, n¡) « h(i + 1, ni+x).

This will mean that h(l, az,) contains a wandering point.

For i e N, let

F* = (7? - {/(/, 2'+2 - 1), fii, 2,+2)}) U {/(/, 2'+2 - 1) u/(z, 2'+2)}.

The reader should refer to Figure 6.

Choose G, so that

(1) *(l,n,)ç/(l,7)ç/(l,7),
(2) G,[a,, az,]  is a minimal final subchain of G,   properly covered by

fy0,7],
(3) Gx[ax, bx] is a minimal subchain properly covered by T^JO, 3],
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'g(l."i) «d.M

(l,«i)

«(1.0)

?(l,a,)      «(1,0,)        «(!,«,)

G, in A7,

G| in £j

«(1.0)

A.(2,a2)   (72   h(2,b2)2g2  «(2,7)    «(!,«,) = /i(2, n2)

Figure 6. For /z with wandering points

(4) G,[0, ax] is a minimal initial subchain properly covered by Fx , and

(5) each link of G, is connected. (Using Fx rather than Fx ensures that

G, will follow a light pattern in Fx. In turn, this helps simplify and

avoid problems with the link "splittings" that will come in subsequent

steps of the basic construction.)

Next, find two connected open sets Ux and Vx in G,[0, ax - 1]* such that

(6) G,[0,0,-1] essentially covers Ux and Vx, and

(7) lTxnvx = 0.

Choose chains 77, , 77, , and 77.  as follows:

(8)   77, = 77;[0, ax] follows az,|7[0, a,] in £, with 77,1* ç[/,u ^(1, ax).

(9)   772 = 77, [a,, az,] follows nx\I[ax, az,] in £, and_Hf_* ç F, .

(10) 77,3 = 773[a,, bx] follows A7,|7[a,, bx] in Ex and 77f* ç

(11) There exists an open set Ox  whose closure is contained in g(l, ax)

and that intersects i(g(l ,ax),Gx) such that 77,3* UO,U77,2* U 77,1* is

connected, but Ox n /z'(l, 0) = 0,
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(12) The only link of 77, U 77, U 77,   that intersects   i(g(l, az,), G,)   is

/z3(l, bx). (Actually, this is redundant.)

Define 77,[0, az,] by

(hx(l,i) foriel[0,ax - 1],

h(\,i) = {
Ox u/z'(l, ax)uh2(l, ax)uh3(l, ax)   for i = ax

h2(l, z)u/z3(l, i) for iel[ax + l,bx]:

l/z2(l,z) for i e I[bx + 1, az,].

M '

Z,  -r  * ,  wj.

;,+ 1, Az,j

Then 77, follows a/, in 7?, and it is time to choose 772 = 772[0, az2] . Recall

that 772 actually refines 77, V 7i2, and choose 772 with the following properties:

(13) The final link /z(2, az2) = g(l, az,) n772* nè(2, 7), and no other link of

772 intersects i(g(l, az,) , G,).

(14) H2[a2, n2] is a minimal final subchain of 772  properly covered by

E2[0, 7]. (It follows that 772[a2, az2]* ç 77,[a,, az,]* .)

(15) 772[íz2 , b2] is a minimal subchain properly covered by E2[0, 3].

(16) Both /z(2,0) and h(2,a2) intersect i(f(2,0),F2).

(17) There exists a connected open set g2 such that g2 ç i (h (2, b2), 772) n

/(2,7).
(18) There exists a connected open set U2 essentially covered by 772[a2, b2]

such that g2ç U2.

(19) There exists a connected open set V2 essentially covered by 772[0, az2]

with Lf2 n V2 = 0.

(20) Both U2 and V2 intersect h(2, a2) n/(2, 0).

Choose chains G2 and G2 as follows:

(21) Gx2 = G2[0,a2] follows Az2|7[0,tf2] in f2[0,fl2], follows ¿r,|7[0,a2]

in G, , and G\* C V2 .

(22) G2 = G2[a2, n2] follows n2\I[a2, n2] in F2, ¿;, |7[0, a2] in G,, G2* ç

U2,and g2 = g(2, n2).

Define G2 by

■ g\2,i) forze7[0,a2-l],

g(2,i)=<   h(2,a2)nf(2,0) fori = a2,

, g2(2, i) for i e I[a2 + 1, az2].

Suppose G2[a2, b2] is the minimal subchain of G2[a2, az2] properly covered

by F2[0, 3], and choose the chain G3 with the following properties:

(23) G3[a3, az3]  is a minimal final subchain of G3  properly covered by

F3[0, 7] with g(3,a3) ç g(2, a2) and ^(3, az3) ç g(2,b2).

(24) G3[a3, b3] is a minimal subchain properly covered by .F3[0, 3].

(25) G3[0, a3] is properly covered by F3 V G2.
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(26) Each link of G3 is connected.

(27) G3[a3, a3] is the only minimal subchain of G3 whose first and last

links are contained in g(2, a2) n f(3, 0), and such that G3[a'3, a3]*

intersects g(2, n2).

(Note that even with the requirements of G3 being crooked in both F3

and G2, this is possible. However, it is only possible because g(2, n2)

is an end link of G2.)

(28) The first link g(3, 0) is contained in the last link of F3.

1 2 3
Choose chains 773 , 773 , and 773 as follows:

(29) 773 = 773[0, a3] follows a/3|7[0, a3] in Ê3 and £2|/[0, a3] in 772 with

7/f cG3[0,a3]*.
(30) 773 = 772[a3, az3] follows r¡3\I[a3, n3] in É3 and Ç2\I[a3, n3] in 772

with 772*çG3[a3,a3]*.

(31) 773 = 773[a3, b3] follows A73|7[a3, b3] in E3 and ¿;2|7[a3, b3] in 772

with 773* ç G3[a3 + 1, az3]* .

(32) There exists an open set 03 whose closure is contained in g(3, a3)U

g(3, a3) and that intersects i(g(3, a3), G3) suchthat 773*u772*u773*U

03 is connected, but 03 fails to intersect the closure of any link of any

of the 773 chains except for those numbered a3 - 1 or a3 + 1.

Define 773 by

(h'(3,i) for ze7[0,a3-l],

0, U tí(3, a') U h2(3, a,) U /z3(3, a,)   for i = a%,
h(3,i)=<    i Î

h2(3, i) u /z3(3, i) for i e I[a3 + 1, b3],

[h2(3,i) for i el[b3 +I, n3].

Note that /z(3, az3) = g(2, n2) n 773* n ë(3, 7). Choose 774 with the following

properties:

(33) The final link A(4, az4) = g(3, n3) n 774* n ê(4, 1).

(34) 774[a4, az4] is a minimal final subchain properly covered by E4[0, 7].

(35) 774[a4, Z>4] is a minimal subchain properly covered by 7f4[0, 3].

(36) Both ft(4,0) and A(4,a4) intersect z'(/(4, 0), F4).

(37) There exists a connected open set gA such that g4 C z(A(4, bA), 774) n

/(4,7).
(38) There exists a connected open set <74 essentially covered by 774[a4, b4]

such that g4 c U4 .

(39) There exists a connected open set V4 essentially covered by 774[0, az4]

with 7J4 n F4 = 0.

(40) Both U4 and V4 intersect A(4, a4) n/(4, 0).
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The construction of 774 in 773 is similar to the construction of 772 in 77, .

We proceed, putting G4 in G3 in a way similar to the way we put G2 in G,.

Having G4 , we choose G5 similar to the way we chose G3, etc. Thus, we choose

G5, then 775 and 776, choose G6 and G7, then 777 and 778, and continue.

Note that we require that for i e N, h(i+1, ni+x) = g(i, n¡)r\H*+x r\ê(i+1,7).

We require that for i e N, h(i + 1, az.+1) = g(i, az;.) n 77*+, n ë(i +1,7).

Having constructed our pseudoarc P and homeomorphism h , we need to

show that we do indeed have wandering points.

To that end, define for i, k e N, k > i, and j e [0, az;] ,

Am = {gik,l)\Zi...Zk_2Zk_lil) = j}

and

Bijk = {h(k,l)\^...ik_2^x(l)=j}.

Then define

g(i, j) = g(i, i)n4j,/+in4i,l+2n •• ■

and

Hi, j) = h(i,j) n5* ]l+x nB*ijJ+2 n • • •.

Note that i(g(i, ;), G,) n P ç £(/, ;) and z(/z(z, ;), 77() n P ç h(i, j), so

g(i,j)° ¿ 0 and h(i,j)° ^ 0 (in P). Moreover, each link of A¡ k is

contained in some link of F* . If k > i + 1, Fk closure refines Fk_x. Thus,

A* j kÇ A* j fc_,. Hence, g(z, 7) is closed in P. Similarly, az(z, ;') is closed

in P.

Recall that for z' e N,

(41) A(z + 1, nl+x) = g(i, n¡)nH*+xne(i+l, 7) ;

(42) G.(77;) follows a light pattern in F*(Êt) ; and

(43) the intersection of each link of F¡ (E¡) with P is a union of links of

G^Hj) intersected with P .

Now A* n . j nP ç /a(z'-i- 1, az(+1) , for otherwise for some g(i+ 1, j) which

is contained in g(i, n¡), g(i + 1, j) n P is not contained in /z(z + 1, az;+1) .

However, g(i + I, j) ç f(i +1,14) or g(i + 1, ;') ç f(i + 1, 15). Since

ë(i + 1, 7) = /(i + 1, 14) u/(i + 1, 15), s(z + 1, ;') ç è(z + 1, 7). It follows
that g(i + 1, j) n P ç h{i + 1, az;+1) = g(i, Az,) n 77*+, n ë(i + 1, 7), and that

<n,,;+.n/J^Ä(i'+1'";+i).and4„^.+,nP = /z(z + l,Az1+,)nP.

Moreover, since

PnA*tn^k = g(i,nl)nPn({f(k,l)\leI[7-2k-',S-2k-i-l]}*);

PnBlnk = hii,ni)nPni{ëik,l)\lel[7>2k-i-l,%-2k-i-l-l]}*-,

and

{ê(k, /)|/ € 7[7•2':-,-1, 8-2*-'-1-!]}* = {f(k, l')\í e I[7-2k~i, 8-2*-'-1]}*,
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it follows that for k > i + 1,

<„,.,fcnP = 5,*+ljB¡+ijfcnP.

Finally, we have that g(i, n¡) = h(i + 1, az/+1) .

If x 6 h(j, az .) , there is an infinite sequence ac(x , 1), ac(x , 2), ... of inte-

gers such that for i > j, x e h(i, k(x, i)) and C¿(k(x, i + 1)) = ac(x , i), and

h~\x) = f\%jg(i, k(x, i)). It follows that h~x(h(j, nj)) ç g(j, az;) , and a

similar argument gives that h(g(j, aj.)) ç h(j, ».). Thus, h~ (h(j, az .)) =

ÊU, rij).

Then h~ (h(l, az,)) = g(l, az,) = h(2, n2), so

/z-2(Â(1,az,)) = /z-1(Â(2,az2)) = Â(3,az3),

etc. Clearly, the collection {h(i, n¡)\i e N} consists of disjoint sets, so we have

our wandering set, for if {h (h(l, az,) )|az e N} consists of disjoint sets, so

does {h~"(h(l, az,)°)|az € Z}.   D

The homeomorphism with wandering points that was just constructed has

the property that if P' is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of P, then 0(P') is

nondegenerate, but I do not know whether or not it has the property that if P'

is a proper subcontinuum of P, then either 0(P') ^ [0, 1] or h(P') ^ P'.
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